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Q132.1 For the Station, Site, and General Energency conditions
described in your emergency plan, identify emergency action
levels (radioingical) for each emergency condition for (a)
declaring the emergency, and (b) if different, for
notifying the appropriate offsite organizations.

R432.1 Refer to Section 4.1 of the FSAR Apper. dix 13.3A.
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Q132.2 Your classification of a General Emergency is not

coapatable with that of R.G.1.101, which identifies
hypothetical accidents and requires early warning of the
public and prompt initiation of protective actions within
the low population zone. Revise your Emergency Plan

accordingly.

R432.2 Refer to Section 4.1.5 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.

.
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Q432.3 Provide the infonaation requested in R.G.1.101, Annex A,
at Section 4.2.

R432.3 Refer to Section 4.2 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q132.4 Fully describe the bases for the dose curves presented in
Figure 2, 3, and 4. (See R.G.1.70, Revision 2, September
1975, Section 13.3 item 1).

R432.4 Refer to Section 4.2.6 and Appendix B, C, and D of FSAR
Appendix 13.3A.
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Q432.5 It is not clear from the description of the Emergency
Organization how the assignments are made for both day and
night shif ts and for plant staff members both onsite and
away fran the site. Include these planning provisions for
each of the functional areas listed in R.G.1.101, Annex A,
at Section 5.2.2 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.

R432.5 Refer to Section 5.2 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q432.6 Provide a copy of Annex L (the State Radiological Emergency
Plan) to the State of Texas Disaster Plan for our review,
or provide a summary that addresses the specific interfaces
between the Comanche Peak Emergency Plan and Anex L (See

R.G. 1.101, Annex A, Section 5.4).

R432.6 The state plan was forwarded to NRC under letter dated
Ja nua ry 29, 1979.
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Q132.7 Provide a copy of the Somervell/ Hood County Disaster Plan,
or provide a summary of how this plan interf aces with the
Comanche Peak Emergency Plan (See R.G.1.101, Annex A,

Section 5.4).

R432.7 This plan is scheduled to be completed by June 30, 1979.

It will be forwarded to the fiRC as soon as it becomes
available.
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Q132.8 The emergency measures identified in Section 5 of your plan
have not been presented as specific emergency measures for
each emergency class and related to action levels or
criteria that specify when the measures are to be
impl emented. Please provide this information (See R.G.
1.101, Annex A , Section 6).

R432.8 Refer to Section 6.1 of FSAR Append x 13.3A.
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CH 32.9 Describe the c~T1unication steps taken to alert or activate
offsite energency organizations under each class of
emergency (See R.G.1.101, Annex A, Section 6.1).

R432.9 Refer to Section 6.1 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q132.10 Provide a copy of or stanarize the contents of the
emergency procedures for accident assessment for e ach class
of emergency.

PA 32.10 Refer to Section 6.2 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q132.11 Describe the steps taken (1) to provide to visitors to the
plant or site and (2) to make available on request to
occupants in the low population zone, information
concerning how the emergency plans provide for notification
to them and how they can expect to be advised what to do.

R432.11 Refer to Section 6.4 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q132.12 Section 5.4.1 of your Plan states in part that spec; ?ic
descriptive and nanerical guidance for implanenting the
evacuation of non-essential personnel, visitors and
consturction personnel will be developed. Provide this
information as requested in R.G.1.101, Annex A, Section
6.4 .1.

R432.12 In the event of a Station or General emergency, all
non-essential personnel will be evacuated. Refer to

Section 6.4 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q432.13 The locations of the Emergency Assembly Area and the

Alternate Emergency Assunbly Area do not appear to be

included in the Plan. Provide this information.

R432.13 The Alternate Emergency Assembly Area will be located near
the junction of the plant access road and State Highway

201. For reference see FSAR Figure 2.1-2.

The Emergency Assembly Area location is not finalized at
this time and will be supplied later.
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Q4 32.14 Provide the basis for your assurance that personnel at Hood
General Hospital will be perpared and qualified to handle
radiological emergencies and that the hospital facilities
will be adequate to handle contamination problems.

R432.14 The Emergency Medical Assistance Program (EiOP) for the
Comanche Peak Plant is being developed and impiemented by

Radiation Management Corporation (RMC), a Philadelphia firm
that specializes in the management of and preparedness for
radiation injuries. RMC has established EMPAs for
seventeen (17) nuclear power plant sites and set up special
facilities at twenty (20) hospitals to handle radiation
injuries, including the contaminated and injured patient.

The Plan will consist of three (3) levels of support:
first aid at the plant site; emergency treatment at Hood
General Hospital in Granbury, Texas; and definitive
evaluation and care at either Northwestern Memorial
Hospital in Chicago, Illinois or the Hospital of the
University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

A special area (Radiation Emergency Area) for the reception
and emergency treatment of radiation injuries will be
developed at the Hood General Hospital in Granbury, Texas.
Special supplies and equipment will be stored in this area
for decontamination of an injured person, as well as for
the initial evaluation of radiation exposure.

Procedures will be written for the handling of radiation

accidents at the Comanche Peak Plant and the Hood General

Hospital. The plant, ambulance and hospital personnel who
will be invloved in this Plan will receive initial
reaining, respective'.y, in first aid, transportation and
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emergency treatment of all tyoes of radiation injury. This

training will include the use of the procedures and
facilities, basic fundamentals of first aid,
decontanination and human radiation effects. prior to

operation of th eplant, a scenario .volving a simulated

radiation injury in the plant will be developed and a

drill conducted to test the effectiveness of the Plan and
the capability of the personnel at all levels to handle a
radiation injury.

Annually, RMC will conduct a retraining of plant, ambulance
and hospital personnel, as well as coordinate and supervise
an exercise at the plant and at the Hood General Hospital
to test the degree of on- and off-site accident
preparedness. Each exercise, which is based on a realistic
scenario, is video taped for subsequent review and
critique. A report based on this review will indicate
whether any changes in energency medical plans and/or
procedures are necessary.

Semi-annual RMC will conduct an audit of the entire medical
emergency plan, including an inspection of special supplies
and equipnent at the plant and at the hospital, as well as
the effectiveness of the procedures.
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Q132.15 Provide a figure of the basement level of the
Administration Building showing the Emergency Control

Center.

R432.15 Refer to Figure 8 in Appendix J of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q432.16 As requested in R.G.1.101, Annex A, at Section 7.6,
provide a summary description of the onsite damage control
equipaent and supplies.

R432.16 Refer to item 6 of Appendix J of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q132.17 The description of the training presented in Section 7.1 of
the energency plan and in Section 13.2 of the FSAR is
insufficient (except for the fire brigade training
described in the FSAR in Appendix 13.3B) to judge its
adequacy. In addition, periodic retraining is not

addressed. Provide a description of the training and
retraining for each of the categories of energency
personnel listed in R.G. 1.101, Annex at Section 8.1.1.

R4 32.17 Refer to Section 8.1 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q132.18 The emergency plan states that training is available to the
local agencies. Expand this portion of your plan to
include additional details regarding the specialized
training and annual retraining provided the two offsite
fire departments, to assure their familiarity with the
station, access procedures, and radiation protection
precautions (R.G.1.101, Annex A, Section 8.1.1).

R432.18 Refer to Section 8.1 of FSAR Append.ix 13.3A.
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Q132.19 Include a provision for annual drills for the repair and
danage control temas as stated in R.G.1.101, Annex A,

Section 8.1.2.

R432.19 Section 8.2 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A refers to all meiabers of
the energency organization.
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Q132.20 The energency plan does not specifically provide for an
annual participation by the offsite fire departinents in a
drill or test exercise. Revise your plan to provide this
training. (R .G. 1.101, Annex A , 8.1.2) .

M 32.20 Refer to Section 8.2 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q13 2.21 Include provisions to review and update all written
agreements with offsite etaergency organizations at least
every two years.

R432.21 Written agreeaents with offsite emergency organizations
will be updated at least once every two years. The updated

letters of agreenent will be maintained on file at CPSES.
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Qi32.22 Provide assurance that offsite emergency orgainzations will
be notified of any revisions to the emergency plan or
relevant procedures.

R432.22 Refer to Section 8.3 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q432.23 Provide the road network infonaation requested in R.G.

1.70, Revision 2, 9/75 at Section 13.3, Itera 6a.

R432.23 Refer to Figure 7 of Appendix G of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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Q132.24 The letters of agreenent with the City of Glen Rose and the
Grnabury Volunteer Fire Department of May 1977 state that
these organizations will respond to a request for
assistance from the Comanche Peak Station. The letters do
not provide sufficient evidence of the arrangenents and
agreeaents reached with these offsite organizations. The

agreenents should be revised to more clearly describe the
responsibility and authority of each organization when
fighting fires at the site (R.G.1.101, Annex A, Section
5.3.2).

R4 32.24 TUGC0 is prosently in the process of contacting the Glen
Rose and Granbury Volunteer Fire Departments to discuss in
more detail the arrangements and agreements required. New
letters-of-agreement with these departments will be
forthcomming as soon as possible and will more clearly
describe the responsibilities and authority of each
organization.
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Q132.25 The Emergency Plan does not address the situation when Unit
1 is operating and Unit 2 is still under construction.
Include in your plan any special precautions to be taken
during this period when construction personnel will be
working within the Exculsion Area.

R432.25 P,efer to Section 4.1.5 of FSAR Appendix 13.3A.
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COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION EMERGENCY PLAll

1.0 DEFINITIONS

1.1 Assessment Actions - Those actions taken af ter an accident has
occurred which are collectively necessary to make decisions to

imple,ent specific emergency measures.

1.2 Corrective Actions - Emergency measures taken to terminate an
eaergency situation at or near the source of the problem.

1.3 Protective Actions - Those emergency measures taken after an

accident or an uncontrolled release of radioactive materials has
occurred for the purpose of preventing or minimizing
rediological exposures to persons which would be likely to occur
if the actinns were not taken.

1.t Population-at-rish - Those persons for whom protective actions
are or would be taken.

1.5 Recovery Actions - Those actions taken af ter the energency to
restore the plant as nearly as possible to its preemergency
condition.

1.6 Protective Action Guides - Projected radiological dose, or dose

commitment, valtes to individuals in the general population
which warrant pr otective action following a contaminating event.

1.7 Affected Persons - Persons who have been radiologically exposed

or physically injured as a result of an accident, to a degree
requiring special attention as individuals, for exaaple,
decontamination, first aid, or medical services.

.

'
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1.8 Onsite - All land and water areas that are inside the Exclusion
Area boundary.

1.9 Offsite - All land and water areas that are outside of the
Exclusion Area boundary.

2.0 SCOPE AND APPLICABILITY

The objective of the Ccoanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES)
Emergency Plan is to protect the health and safety of the general
public, persons teaporarily visiting or assigned to the plant, and
plant employees in the event of an emergency at the station. To meet

this objective, this plan creates a high order of preparedness and
prepares for an orderly and timely decision-making process at times of
stress. It further assures the availability of equipnent, supplies,
ano essential services. The close coordination of the atergency

responses of company personnel and outside agencies is a major goal of

this plan.

Specific details for the implementation of this energency plan are not
included here, but are incorporated into implementing procedures,
referred to as Emergency Plan Procedures. While this document outlines
the overall aspects of emergency planning, the Emergency Plan
Procedures contain specific individual responsibilities and detailed
instructions for accomplishing specific tasks. A list of the Emergency

Plan Procedures is shown in Section 10.0, Appendix.

This plan does not address itself to operation of the station equipment
as this is adequately covered in operattag, abnormal operating, and
emergency operating procedures. Health physics procedures for normal

and emergency situations complement this plant and will be used in
meeting the objectives of this plan. This plan and its implementing

procedures are designed so that they do not interfere with the

.
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objectives of the Security Plan. The CPSES Emergency Plan is designed

to be in accorda ;ce with the Annex L of the State of Texas Disaster

Plan.

3.0 SUMMARY OF CPSES EfERGENCY PLAN

The Ccmanche Peak Steam Electric Station Emergency Plan is designed to
assist in the coordinated effort of confronting an emergency.

Important elements of emergency planning are the recognition of a need
to cope with a broad spectrum of potential consequences and the
designation of responsible actions of onsite personnel.

Selected criteria are est''J 1shed to promptly detenaine the
classification of the er:ergency. The classifications of energencies

developed for CPSES are Personnel Emergency, Emergency Alert, Station

Energency, Site Emergency and General Emergency. The degree of

involvement of the onsite, l ocal, state and federal personnel will
depend upon the classificatian of the declared emergency. At the least

severe end of the caergency spectrum, the situation may have no
potential for escalation to a nore severe emergency condition and there
may be no effect on station operating status. The response to this
situation should involve only onsite personnel and would not
necessitate the full mobilization of the Emergency Organization. If

the emergency falls in a classification such that offsite consequences
would require protective action, then local, state, and possibly
federal agencies would be involved as described in this plan to assist
in the mitigation of this energency. Full mobil.tation of the

Emergency Organization would be initiated.

The normal organization of the station personnel is shown in Section
13.1 of the FSAR, describing and clearly defining who is in the
immediate onsite position of responsibility, and noting his authority
and responsibility for declaring an emergency. Upon the declaration of

AMENDMENT 4
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certain emergency conditions, the individuals in the nonaal operating
organization assume responsibilities in the emergency organization.

The Emergency Plan provides the direction and coordination of this
organi zation. An emergency tag board with various job functions to
support the Emergency Plan 23sists in a smooth transition from a nonnal
condition to an emergency condition. The assignment of key personnel

and alternates to the job functions is discussed. Additional
assistance is provided to the onsite group by offsite company
personnel, local, state, and federal agencies as required. The

Emergency Plan directs the Emergency Organization in the assessment of
the energency condition, the corrective and protective actions needed,
and the aid to affected personnel in the event of a declared eoergency.

To assist in the support and implementation of the Emergency 'lan, the
plan describes various plant facilities that contribute to the
assessment of the caergency an( to the protection of plant personnel
due to an emergency.

Much emphasis is placed on maintaining emergency preparedness through

periodic training and pre-planned drills. After each testing of this

Emergency Plan, a critique will follow which will be constructive in
assuring that the CPSES Emergency Plan is an effective and viable
document.

4.0 EMERGENCY CONDITIONS

4.1 CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The CPSES Emergency Plan has five energency conditions characterizing
situations that span the entire spectrum of possible accident

AMENDMENT 4
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conditions. The emergency conditions are Personnel Emergency,

Emergency Alert, Plant Emergency, Site Emergency, and General

Eme rgency.

4.1.1 PERSONNEL EMERGENCY CONDITION

The recognitior of a Personnel Emergency is primarily a judgement
matter for staticn supervisory personnel . This is a situation where
there is need for immediate medical treatment for onsite personnel .
This condition applies to situations that have no effect on the station
operation, and it may not involve immediate operator action to alter
pl ant status. Full mobilization of the Emergency Organization is not

required. The victim's need for immediate medical assistance to
sustain life takes precedence over radioactive contamination and
over-exposure situations. Listed below are some discrete situations
which could be classified as a Personnel Emergency.

Personnel Injury

A personnel injury is a situation where a person is involved in a
serious accident and his condition requires immediate professional

medical attention. This situation includes such categories as broken
bones, severe lacerations, wounds, burns, internal injuries, heart
attacks, and strokes.

Personnel Injury with Contamination

All injuries that occur where there exists the potential for
radioactive contamination of the victim are examined and surveyed for

the presence of contamination. If the victim is contaminated, the

extent and location of the contamination in relation to the injury, and

the victim's need for medical assistance are variables that govern

whether the victim is decontmainated at the plant site or at the
hospital.

AMENDMENT 4
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Radiation Overexposure

A Personnel Emergency may be declared if a person receives an
overexposure of radiation of such a level that medical attention and
observation is necessary.

4.1.2 EMERGEhCY ALERT CONDITION

This condition includes those situations which create a hazards
potential that was previously non-existent or latent. A situation

causing the declaration of an Emergency Alert has not caused personnel
injury or damage to the plant, but it has increased the potential for
damage or injury to occur. During an Emergency Al ert, the operating
status of the plant will not necessarily be changed, and the energency
organization will not normally be mobilized. The operators may take

certain precautionary steps in order to increase their state of
readiness in accordance with energency plan procedures.

The designated individual in charge in the Control Room may declare an
Emergency Alert whenever he feels that the situation justifies this
action. For the conditions below, the given impl eaentation criteria
a ppl y.

Severe Weather

Local severe weather conditions such as hail storms, tornadoes, and

high winds could initiate the declaration of an Emergency Alert. as

dictated by the local conditions the designated individual may declare
the Emergency Alert, take precautionary measures, and issue warnings to
station personnel .

AMENDMENT 4
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E a rthquake

Due to the low seismicity of the CPSES site area, severe earthquakes
are not expected to occur. However, seismic instrumentation is
installed at CPSES that will provide alann indication in the Control
Room if a seismic activity level is exceeded. Upon indication o.

unusual seismic activity and careful evaluation of seismic
instrumentation data, the designated individual may initiate an

Emergency Alert Condition.

Toxic Gas

Chlorine is the only toxic gas stored at or in the vicinity of the
CPSES site. The CPSES ventilation systen is designed to maintain
Control Room habitability in the event of a chlorine gas hazard due to
the rupture of a chlorine container. Detectors in the chlorine storage

area and in the inlet duct of the Control Roon Ventilation system wili
alert the Control Room personnel to the presence of chlorine. An

Emergency Alert Condition mey be declared when one or more of the
chlorine detectors reaches its set-point.

Fire

In the event that a fire energency develops at CPSES, the designated
individual may notify all personnel by declaring an Emergency Alert.
He activates the fire brigade as required and takes other actions as
discussed in the Fire Prctection Progran.

Security Threat

The response to bomb threats, civil disturbance, intruders, and other
security threats is addressed in the Security Plan. If the designated

individual feels that the safety of the plant or its personnel is
threatened, he should declare an En.ergency Alert.

AMENDMENT 4
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4.1.3 STATION EMERGENCY

This class involves energencies that are relatively minor and which do
not normally require outside assistance nor immediate notification of
regul atory agencies. Evacuation of the plant is not anticipated,
although certain plant areas may be evacuated and isolated. It is very

unlikely that an offsite hazard will be created; however, a substantial
modification of plant operating status is highly probable. In the

event of a plant eaergency, the pl ant emergency organization may be
activated and t'le coupany emergency control center may be notified with.

the emergency coordinator placing his staff on an alert status.

Examples of station er.ersencies are given below:

1. Report of a significant radioactive spill in a work area.

4

Q432.1 2. Report of unexpected increase in the level of radiation or
airborne activity in a sork area.

3. Multiple area radiation nonitors in a single building reach their
low alana setpoint.

4. Report of a fire in an area that may have a significant potential
for triggering a release of radioactive materials to the of fsite
environs.

4 .1. 4 SITE EMERGENCY CONDITION

This class involves the uncontrolled release of radioactive materials
into the air, water, or ground to an extent that notification of
regulatory agencies would be required but assistance from offsite
agencies would not be necessary. Protective actions are likely to

include the evacuation of all nonessential personnel from the plant

site.
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The plant emergency organization and the company etaergency control
center would be fully activated. If possible, plant operations would
be modified to stop the release of radioactive materials to the
environment. An intensive environmental samp. ing program would be
initiated to detenaine exposure to the populace.

Examples of a site energency are given below:

4
1. Multiple area radiation monitors in a single building reaches Q432.1

their high alarm setpoint.

2. Reactor Containment building high range gamma monitor reaches its

low setpoint alana.

3. The main plant vent reaches its high al' ann setpoint.

4.1.5 GEf;ERAL EMERGEl;CY. C0f'DITIO:1

This class involves emergencies of such magnitude that both
notification of regulatory esencies and assistance from offsite groups

~~

would be required. All nonessential personnel would be evacuated from
the plant site. The plant saergency organization and the company -

.

emergency control center would be activated. D . t. . assessments would be
made based on radiological surveys and meteorological parameters to 4

detenaine whether evacuation of persons within the low population zone Q432.1
Q432.2is necessary. Intensive envirormental sampling would be conducted t Q432.25

determine the extent of contamination to popul ace and resources
surrounding ti e planu.

Examples of general emargency conditions are given below:

1. The main plant vent monitor exceeds 10 times the alana setpoint.

AMEt!Df1ENT 4
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2. Reactor building high range gamma monitor reaches its high

setpoint al ana.

4

Q432.1 3. The radiation level at the plant security fence is greater than
Q432.2
Q432.25 ; 150 cr/hr.

,

!.

! 4.2 SPECTRUM OF POSTULATED ACCIDEtlT

This section of the plan includes a summary analysis of the implication
for energency planning for each of the hypothesized accidents that
could result in a plant, site or general emergency condition.

4.2.1 RELEASE OF RADI0 ACTIVE GASES

; Assuming radioactive geses (i.e. , contents of one or more waste gas
!

; decay tank) are accidentally released due to a line rupture, equipaent
f malfunction or operator error, the gases would flow directly to the

| plant vent or be released to the auxiliary building and enter the plant
; vent through the ventilation system. This condition would be
! classified as a plant emergency or a site emergency depending on the

f amount of radioacitivty released.4

Q432.3 ;
i

! The plant and auxiliary building exhaust vent duct monitors would
f provide initial indication of the condition by way of alana in the
!controlroom. Verification would be made by checking the pressure of

fthevariousradioactivegasstoragetanks. Initial assessment would be
f

; perfonaed by the operating crew using data obtained from the control
room readout of the radiation monitors. Subsequent assessment would be

nace by onsite and offsite monitoring by the radiation monitoring

| team (s).
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4.2.2 LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

A loss of coolant accident resul ts from the failure or the primary

systua pressure boundary to contain the coolant. As the coolant is
released to the contairsaent, the reactor coolant system is

depressurized and the containment pressure increases. The

classification of this incident may be plant, site or general depending
on the rate of release of coolant.

The operating crew would impl ement the caergency operating procedure
for loss of reactor ccolant based on data from RCS instrumentation
(pressure, l evel , fl ow, etc.), reactor building air sampl e monitor,
reactor building area conitor, and containment pressure indications.
Further assessment would be provided by main plant vent monitor and by
onsite and offsite surveys by the radiation monitoring team (s).

A.2.3 FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT

A fuel handling accident could occur if a fuel assaably is dropped, if
an object is dropped onto a fuel assembly, if a cask containing an

assembly is dropped or if an assembly is deformed during any of the
manipulations of loading, unloading or storage. A plant or site

emergency may be declared in the event of a fuel handling accident in
which the fuel clad was damaged and radioectivity was released.

The caergency operating procedure for a refueling emergency would be
impl emented by the fuel handling and operating crews. During refueling

~

operations two source range detectors are in continuous operatioa to
Warn of an approach to criticality. Reactor building monitors (areas,
atmosphere, exhaust and refueling bridge) are available to determine
radiological conditions in the reactor building. Fuel handling

building refueling bridge and spent fuel area monitors are available
for radiological assessment in the event of a fuel har.dling accident.
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A radiation monitoring team (s) would be required to perfonn the initial
reentry into the affected area. If a release of radioactive materials
occurred or was suspected, of t' site monitoring team (s) would be
activated. Since health physics support is required during refueling
operations onsite and offsite radiation monitoring capability would be
immediately available.

4.2.4 STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

In the event of a steam generator tube rupture, primary coolant is
released to the secondary syste.i until the affected steam generator can
be isolated. Radioactive gases entering the secondary system would be
released to the atmosphere by way of the condenser off gas system
and/or secondary relief valves. This incident may be classified as a
site energency or a general emergency depending on the concentration of
radioactive materials in the primary coolant and the magnitude of
release to th^ secondary system.

Immediate assessment, protective action and corrective action would be
implemented by the operating crew according to established emergency

operating procedures. Initial assessment sould be based on readouts in
the control roaa from condenser off gas monitor and steam generator

blowdcwn monitor. Subsequent assessment would be made by onsite and

offsite monitoring by the radiation moni+ ring team.

4.2.5 STEAM LINE BREAK
,

A steam line break outside containment could result in the loss of
secondary coolant of an entire steam generator. If there was any

radioactivity in the secondary coolant, it could be released to the
atmosphere. Assessment of a steam line break would be made by the

operating crew based on steam generator and reactor coolant parameters
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with the emergency operating procedure for ; steam line break being
impl emented . The radiation monitoring tuam(s) would determine onsite

and offsite radiation.

4.2.6 RELEASE OF RADICACTIVE LIQUIDS

This incident would involve the release of the contents of a tank
containing radioactive liquids located outside of containnent. The
recycle holdup tanks, the laundry and hot shower tank and the floor
drain tank are examples of such tanks. A pl ant, site or general
emergency may be declared in the event of a release of radioactive
liquids.

Initial assessment, correct a action and protective action would be
performed by the operatin- ew. Their initial assessment would be
based on the main plant vent monitor, area monitors and tank level
indicators. Continued assessment of the release b" the radiation
monitoring team (s) would be f acilitated by the use of portable health
physics instrumentation.

Dose estimates will be made through use of sets of curves that have
dose plotted as a f unction of time and distance. Thyroid dose and C' ' - '

whole body dose were calculated based on the most serious design basis
accident (DBA) analyzed in toe FSAR Section 15.6.5.4, " Environmental

Consequences". Short-term X/Q values presented in Table 1 of Appendix 4

N were based on the 5 percentile meteorological conditions from the Q432.4

onsite data analyses. Dose curves for whole body doses of 1, 5 and 25
rem and thyroid doses of 5, 25,150 and 300 rea are provided. The cose
curves are presented in Figures 2, 3 and 4 of Appendix B, C & D
respec tively.
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4.2.7 MANPOWER i;EEDS FOR EMERGEliCY CONDITIONS

1. Normal Day Shift

Durin:; the normal day shift, the emergency organization will be
filled as folloss:

The Emergency Coordinator position is filled by the Generala.

Superintendent. In his absence, the Assistant General

Superintendent is the First Alternate.

b. The plant operations responsibility shall rest with the
Operations Superintendent. In his absence, the Operations
Engineer shall assume responsibility for plant operations.

c. The emergency repair party responsibility shall rest with
the Maintenance Superintendent. In his absence, the

Maintenance Engineer, shall assume responsibility for
caergency repair. The emergency repair party may consist

of supervisory personnel from nechanical, electrical, and
instrument maintenance groups. In their absence,

designated mechanics or electricians fran the appropriate
groups will assume responsibility.-

d. The Radiation Monitoring Teams responsibility shall rest
with the Chemistry end Health Physics Engineer. In his

absence, the Engineering Superintendent shall assume

responsibility for the Radiation Monitoring Teams. The

Radiation Monitoring Teams, which are responsible for
onsite monitoring, offsite monitoring, and decontamination,
will consist of personnel from the chemistry and health
physics group. They will be backed up by personnel fraa
operations group.
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The responsibility for security shall rest with thee.

Assistant General Superintendent. In his absence, the

Security Supervisor shall assume responsibility for
security. The Security Supervisor is responsible for
personnel accountability. In his absence, the security

leader shall assume the responsibility for personnel
acceentability.

f. The Engineering deparunent shall provide technical
assistance as directed by the eaergency coordinator.

9 Fire fighting teans will be made up of personnel fran the
operations group, the teams may be augmented by personnel
fran the maintenance group and chemistry and health physics

group.

2. Back Shifts

During back shi f t, the emergency organization will be filled by
personnel fraa the operations group and security force. The

Shift Supervisor has the authority to call out off duty persennel
if necessary. Until these of f duty personnel arrive onsite, the
emergency o ganization responsibilities will be handled as
follows:

a. The emergency coordinator position is filled by the Shift
Supervisor until the arrival of the General Superintendent
or his appropriate alternate.

b. The plant operations responsibility shall rest with the
Shift Supervisor until the Operations Su~perintendent
arrives onsite. The control room operator shall serve as a

backup to the Shif t Supervisor in this capacity.
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c. The Radiation Monitoring Team responsibility shall rest
with the Shift Supervisor. An assistant control room
operator shall perform the duties of the Radiation
Monitoring Team.

d. The responsibility for security rests with the security
shift leader. The security force will be available at all
times.

Fire fighting teams will be made up of personnel fraa thee.
operations group. In addition to the off duty plant

personnel that may be called out, the Hood or Somervell
County Fire Department may also be called out if necessary.

5.0 ORGANIZATIONAL CONTROL OF EMERGENCIES

This section of the Emergency Plan describes the Emergency Organization
of Comanche Peak Steau Electric Station and its augmentation and

extension offsite. Responsibilities of key individuals and job
f unctions are described bel ow.

5.1 NORF%L OPERATING ORGANIZATION

The normal staff organization is shown in Chapter 13.1 of the FSAR.
The General Superintendent is in charge of the station and is
responsible for its safe, reliable, and efficient operation. In the

absence of the General Superintendent, the Assistant General

Superintendent is the responsible person for the station. If both

persons are absent fran the station area, one of the following persons
will be delegated to assume the responsibility for the safe and
reliable operation of the station:
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1. Operation Superintendent

2. Engineering Superintendent

3. Maintenance Superintendent

5.2 EMERGEfiCY ORGANIZATION

In the event of an emergency situation, the Shift Supervisor is
responsible for initiating the Euergency Plan or such parts as he may
deen appropriate. He shall maintain the plant in a safe condition,
take action to protect the health and safety of the public and the
station personnel and call for assistance as needed or as required by
the plan. At the onset of an emergency sit'uation, the Shift Supervisor
is designated the Emergency Coordinator and serves in this capacity
until relieved by the General Superintendent or an appropriate
alternate. Station personnel who are members of the Emergency

Organization not onsite at the beginning of an emergency situation are
notified as specified in the appropriate Emergency Plan Procedure
listed in Section 10.0. An up-to-date call list is maintained in such

4
places as the Control Room, Emergency Control Center, Alternate Q432.5
Euergency Control Center, ar d the Company Dispatcher's of fice.

5.2.1 EMERGEf;CY ORGANIZATI6'1 - JOB FUNCT10iiS

To assure an effective and efficiant operation of the Emergency
Organization, an emergency tag board is located in the Emergency

Control Center. Tags are attached to this board; each tag specifies a
job function for the individual who accepts the tag. Upon notification
for mobilization of the Emergency Organization, the individuals will
report to the Emergency Control Center, remove the appropriate tag and
assume their designated responsibility. If their tag is already

removed, they select an alternate tag or report to the Emergency
Coordinator for further instructio1s. Listed below are the job

functions, and responsibilities upon activation of the Emergency
O rga ni za t ion.
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1. Emergency Coordinator

The emergency coordinator has the responsibility for overall
direction of plant emergency activity. His general

responsibilities are as follows:

a. Evaluate conditions and if these conditions so warrant,

declare the existence of an emergency. If an emergency has

been declared, a reevaluation would be made.

b. Verify correct control room response to the emergency
condition.

c. Determine radiological status and initiate notifications
ana/or evacuation:, as necessary.

d. Initiate rescue or emergency repair operations if
appropriate measures are not underway.

e. liaintain plant security.

f. Establish conmunications with and provide information to
the company emergency control center.

9 Assume the duties of or assigns another qualified person to
assume the duties of members of the plant emergency

Q4 2.5
organization not present.

The line of succession of persons who may serve as the
emergency coordinator is as follows:

(1) General Superintendent

(2) Assistant General Superintendent

AMEtIDMEtiT 4
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(3) Operations Superintendent (2nd alternate) .

(4) Engineering Superintendent (3rd alternate).

2. Plant Staff Emergency Assignraents

The functional areas of emergency activity to which members of

the plant staf f are assigned are given below:

a. Plant Systems Operations

The operating group is responsible for all plant
operations. The operating crew for both day and night is
given in Appendix A fig. 1. Additional of fduty operations

personnel may be called in as required. The normal

operating crew, as defined above, will be able to handle
emergency operations and may be capable of aiding in other
areas of emergency response.

b. Radiological Survey and Monitoring

The chemistry & health physics section is responsible for
all aspects of applied health physics during the day. At
all other hours, there will be a designated individual on
duty who will be qualified to implement radiation
protection procedures including monitoring until members of
the health physics group arrive onsite to take over this
function. Since there will be always be pe sennei v..si te

qualified to handle radiological surveys ar d monitoring,
response to an emergency can be provided and appropriate
actions can be taken until offduty personnel arrive onsite.
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c. Fire Fighting and Rescue

Personnel fran the operations group will comprise fire
fighting and rescue teams on all shif ts. The teams will be
dugmented by available personnel from the maintenance group
and the cheaistry and health physics section. At all

times, plant personnel that are off-shif t will be subject
to call out. The Hood & Somervell County Fire Department

will be available to provide essistance if needed.

d. First Aid

Trained personnel from operations and/or security force
will be available at all times onsite to administer first
aid treatment as required.

e. Decont a.T.i nct i on

During normal plant operations, personnel decontcmination
is the responsibility of chemistry and health physics
section, and during an energency it is the responsibility
of the radiation monitoring teau(s).

Area and equip.;ent decontemination onsite as the result of
an accident will be a joint effort of personnel from the

operations, maintenance ar.d health physics groups. There

are always personnel onsite qualified to supervise or
perfona decontamination.

f. Security of Plant and Access Control

Security of the plant, access control security of the plant
protected area and access control to vital areas of the
plant site in the event of an emergency condition will be
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the responsibility of the plant security personnel. The

plant security force can be augmented by the Somervell or
Hood County Sherif f's Department and/or the Texas

Departnent Public Safety.

g. Repair and Damage Control

The saergency repair party under the supervision of the
maintenance supervisor will be utilized to effect temporary
repairs to mitigate the effects of the energency conditions
and to perfora maintenance activities associated with
r ecov e ry. In the event an energency happens on a back

shif t, maintenance personnel can be called out in
sufficient time to perform repairs, etc., considering the
time required for identifying and characterizing the
accident and making a cecision on what repair actions are
neces sa ry.

h. Personnel Accountability

Each supervisor is responsible for accounting for each
person onsite in his group. Information pertinent to

personnel accountability will be kept by secur' ty personnel
at the pl ant guard house.

i. Record Keeping

A record of all significant events that occur will be kept
by the operating crew in the control roan log book.
Additional 109 books will be kept by individuals designated
by the emergency coordinator. The Chemistry and Health

Physics Engineer will be responsible for maintaining
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radiologicel information such as radiological survey data,

personnel exposures, decontamination activities and
information fraa offsite groups.

j. Communications

Initial offsite communications will be the responsibility

of the shift superviscr. After the emergency organization
is activated, designated personnel will maintain
camaunications with the emergency conrol center.

5.3 GENERAL OFFICE SUPPORT OF THE EMERGENCY PLAN

The general of fices of TUSI and TUGC0 offer an additional avenue of
support of the Emergency Plan of Comanche Peak Station- An engineering

staff is available for technical assistance and consultation. In

addition, they can provide, as requested by the Emerger.cy Coordinator,
extra personnel, vehicles, equipment, and additional assistance from
other Texas Utilities stations, if necessary. The Texas Utilities
Information Director coordinates with the Emecgency Coordinator or
General Superintendent and the Texas State Department of Health (TSDH)
Information Director for releases of neus bulletins concerning Caaanche
Peak Steam Electric Station.

5.4 LOCAL SERVICES SUPPORT

Agreements have been reached with local agencies and medical facilities
with regard to their willingness to support the CPSES Emergency Plan.
These agreements are maintained to ensure a coordinated effort in
emergency acitivities.

'

Listed below is a brief description of each agency and a summary of the
support they can provide if needed. The written letters of agreement

are listed and included in Section 10.0.
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Sherif f's Department

Agree.ients have been reached with the Somervell County and Hood County
Sherif f's Department to support the Comanche Peak Emergency Plan by

their commitment of officers and vehicles to assist in evacuation
ef forts, control of traf fic, and security assistance.

Fi_re Departments

Local fire fighting support is provided to CPSES through written
agreements with the Scr.ervell County Fire Department in Glen Rose and
the Granbury Fire Departaent. Both are voluntary organizations
consisting of a total force of approximately fif ty volunteer s. The

Somervell County Fire Departlent is located eight road miles and the
Granbury Fire Department is located sixteen road miles from CPSES.

Aabulance Service

Written agreements with the Somervell County Ambulance Service and the
Granbury habulance Service confina their support in providing back-up
assistance to the CPSES emergency vehicle to transport victims for
medical assistance.

Medical Support

Accident victims at CPSES who require medical attention are transported
to Hood General Hospital in Granbury, Texas. This hospital is located

approximately sixteen miles from the station. Agreements have been

made with Hood General Hospital to receive accident victims from CPSES,
including those individuals who could be contaninated with radioactive
material and/or overexposed.
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Additional arrangements for medical support are provided to CPSES by
contracting with the Radiation Managenent Corporation and through their -
association with the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.

More detailed functional information and descriptions on the medical
support for CPSES are discussed in Section 6.5.4. Le tters-of-ag reenent

for medical support are included in the Section 10.0.

5.5 PARTICIPATING STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES

Texas State Department of Health - Division of Occupational Health and
Radiation Control

The Division of Occupational Health and Radiation Control of the Texas
State Department of Health (TSDH) is the lead agency in the state of
Texas with planning and activity responsibilities for radiological

eme rgenci es. They are also charged with responsibility of writing and
maintaining Annex L (Radiological Annex) to the State Disaster Plan.

Specific procedures for Conanche Peak Steam Electric Station are
prepared by the TSDli end listed in the Annex L. Typical information
supplied by these procedures is:

1. Prepared maps, graphs, isopleths, and instructions for accident

essessment verification.

2. Establishnent of locel monitoring sites.

3. Designation of appropriate roadblock locations for controlling

access to restricted areas.

4. Methods, route, demographic information, and time estimates for
evacuating the population-at-risk located outside of the station

property.
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5. Location of eir,ergency control centers, emergency housing, and

food service.

6. Coordinu'-d pl ans for noti fication responses and news rel eases.

7. Arrangements for collection and analysis of environraental samples
for contemination surveys.

In the event of an energency condition at CPSES, the TSDil is notified
as defined by the provisions in Annex L of the State Disaster Plan and
in the Emergency Plan Procedure listed in Section 10.0. An exampl e of

the CPSES Radiological Emergency Reporting Fona is also listed in

Section 10.0.

Upon notification of a General Emergency Condition at CPSES, a TSDH
representative may report to the Energency Control Center to assist in
the coordination of state, local, and utility caergency measures and to
direct offsite TSDH radiological monitoring teams.

Texas Department of Public Safety

A written agreement with the Texas Deparunent of Public Safety (TDPS),
listed in Section 10.0, confiras their support for the Comanche Peak
Emergency Pl an. Under the direction of the Texas Departnent of Health

Resources, the TDPS can arrange, coordinate, and execute the evacuation
of the public from appropriate areas. The communications network of

the TDPS is particularly useful in coordinating with local agencies
such as sheriff and fire departaents. Region 6A, located in Waco,

Texas, is the local TDPS Headquarters.
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Regional Coordinating Office for Radiological Assistance - Doe
Albuqerque Operations Office. Albuquerque, New Mexico

Contact has been made with the Department of Energy (formerly ERDA)

their Albuquerque, tiew Mexico, office, the regional coordinating office
for radiological assistance. The letter-of-agreement, included in
Section 10.0, details this agency's willingness to respond, scope of
responsibility, and communication information for emergency
radiological assistance.

6.0 EMERGENCY T4EASURES

A discussion of the emergency ueasures of activation, essessment,
corrective action, protective action and aid to affected persons is
given bel ow.

6.1 ACTIVATIOil 0F EMERGENCY ORGANIZATIO?'

This section describes the steps that are taken to activate or alert
segments of the plant, company and offsite esiiergency organizations for

8

Q432.9 each class of emergency.

6.1.1 PERS0?iNEL EMERGENCY

1. Criteria

Personnel emergency will be declared when any one of the
following conditions exist, but is not limited to the following;

a. A momentary loss of 'onsciousness.

b. An actual or suspected fracture of the lower extremeties or

back.
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c. A head injury or one which may have dameged internal

organs.

d. A serious burn.

e. Hemorrhaging.

f. A radiation exposure estimated to be greater than 25 rem.

9 Contamination that would require medical attention.

2. Response

The shift supervisor will ensure proper response to this
condition as required below:

Dispatch a qualified individuol to perfona first aid.a.

b. Investigate the situation to ansure that a higlier level
emergency does n >t exist.

c. Dispatch a quali fied individual to survey for
contamination, f necessa ry.

d. Arrange transpo tation to al offsite medical facility if
t.ha inj ury is s ariouse

e. If necessary, c nd if contanil.ition is involved, call out a
health physics technician to meet the casuality at the
medical facili ty.

f. Notify the Ger.eral Superintendent or his designated
alternate.
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6.1.2 EMERGENCY ALERT

1. Criteria

An e.lergency alert will be declared when arty one of the following
conditions exist, but is not limited to the following:

a. Threats to or actual breaches of plent security nieasures
such as bcc.b threats, civil disturbances, and attemped
unauthorized entry.

b. Fires in buildings or structures adjacent to the auxiliary,
turbine, reactor, control, or diesel generator buildings.

c. Area tornado warning in effect.

2. Response

in the event of an emergency alert condition the shift supervisor
will activate an onsite energency response by:

a. Announcing the condition over the plant public address
systua and if necessary requiring all personnel onsite to
report to their designated asserably area.

b. Notifying the General Superintendent or his designated
alternate. Response to this energency condition by the
plant emergency organization is at the discretion of the
emergency coordinator.
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6.1.3 STATION EMERGENCY

1. Criteria

A station emergency which could affect a localized area of the
plant will be declared if any one of the iollowing conditions
exist, but is not limited to the following:

Multiple area radiation monitors in a single building reacha.

their lcw alana setpoint.

Report of an unexplained increase in the level of radiationD.

or airborne activity in a work area.

c. Report of a significant radiation spill in a work area.

d. Report of a fire in an area that may have a significant
potential for triggering a release of radioactive materials
to the offsite environs.

2. Response

in the event of a station energency, the following actions will
be taken:

a. The shif t supervisor will activate the caergency
organization by: (1) announcing the condition over the
plant public address system and requiring evacuation of the
affected area, (2) notifying the General Superintendent or
his designated alternate who will activate only that
portion of the emergency organization that he feels is
necessary to respond to the particular incident.
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b. In the event of a fire in an area that may have a
significant potential for triggering a release of
radioactive materials to the off site environs, the shif t
supervisor will notify the Texas Deparbnent of Health and
request that they assume an alert status.

6.1.4 SITE El:ERGEi;CY

1. Criteria

A site caergency which could affect the entire plant site and nay
recuire notification of regulatory agencies would be declared if
any one of the following conditions exist, but is not liiaited to
the following:

Multiple area radiation nonitors in a single buildinga.

reaches their high alana setpoint.

b. Reactor Contairoent building high range ganc.ia monitor
reaches its low setpoint alarm.

The main plant vent reaches its high alann setpoint.c.

2. Res pon se

In the event of a site energency the following actions will take

pl ace:

The shif t supervisor will activate the emergencya.
organization.

b. Control room personnel will activate the radiation
emergency alarm and perform the required emergency

procedures.
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c. The caergency coordinator will activate the plant energency
organizaton and verify the caergency.

d. Radiation monitoring team (s) may be required for onsite and
offsite monitoring.

Institute site evacuation of all non-essential personnele.
if:

1. Main plant vent monitor exceeds its high setpoint
alana and two area radiation monitors reach 10R/hr,

or

2. Calculated dose rates at the plant security fence
exceeds 100mr/hr for a one hour period.

f. Notify the Texas Department of Health immediately as
outlined in the " State of Texas Peacetime Radiological

Inc ident s" .

9 Notify the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 20 requirements.

6.1.5 GENERAL EMERGENCY

1. Criteria

A general emergency which affects both onsite and offsite areas
and requires a full emergency response as well as assistance from
offsite agencies would be declared in any of the following
conditions exist, but is not liuited to the following:

a. The reactor contairment building high range gamma monitor

reaches the high setpoint alana.
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b. The calculated radiation level at the plant security fence
is greater than 150 nr/hr for a thirty minute period.

The main plant vent monitor exceeds 10 times the high alannc.
setpoint.

d. Loss of reactor coolant system pressure coincident with
High reactor building pressure and/or high reactor building
recircul ation suap level .

2. Response

In the event of a general emergency condition, the shift
supervisor will activate the emergency organization and the
organizational response would result in the same manner as
described in the site emergency responses, the following actions
would take place:

a. The emergency coordinator would initiate additional
environmental monitoring and support plant personnel.

b. Institute site evacuation of all non-essential personnel .

c. Notify the Texas Department of Health immediately as
outlined in the " State of Texas Peacetime Radiological
Incident Plan",

d. Notify the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 20 requirements .

6.2 ASSESSMENT ACTIONS

4 Effective coordination and direction of all clanents of the energency

Q432.10 organization require continuing assessment thoughout the duration of
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tne e;:ergency situation. These assessment functions are identified
b el ow:

1. Surveillance of Control Room Monitors

The surveillance of these nonitors will be maintained and the
data periodically reported to those designated in the emergency
plan procedure.

CPSES has purchased the state of the art digital radiation
monitoring equi pent. This computerized equipaent has many

special design features to assist in prompt accident assessment.
In addition to real-time accident assessment capability, the
digital radiation monitoring equipment.can be progranmed to
provide dose assessment due to typical accident situations based
upon previous input of accident parameters such as isotopic 4

content, release rate, and meteorological data. Q432.10

The radiological monitors that would be of most value during a
site or General Emergency are the Reactor Building Gamma Monitor,
the Main Plan Vent Gaseous Monitor, and the Liquid Waste Effluent
honitor.

The appropriate operations personnel will be properly trained in
how to take and interpret these readings in order to calculate
offsite doses. This will be acccmplished by the use of classroom
training which will unphasize solving probleas which depict
possible caergency conditions.

2. Surveillance of Containment Integrity

Surveillance of antair.nent integrity is the responsibility of

operations personnel.
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3. In-Plant and Site Survey

During emergency conditions in-pl ant, site and site boundary
surveys will be perfomed by the radiation monitoring team (s) as
described in the emergency plan procedure.

4. Environs Surveys and Monitoring

a. Short Terin Assessment

Short term assessment to determine offsite doses will be
acconplished with the use of the 'PSES Digital Radiation
Monitoring Systua.

An Accident Assessment Kit proviaea .ack-up method for
calculating offsite dose projections due to accident

4 situations, and will be available in the Control Room and
Q432.10 the Engineering Control Center. This kit consists of a

base map covering a ten mile radius, a set of seven
overlays of normalized relative concentrations, and an
overlay of concentric circles around the reactor buildings
for prediction of the plume movement outward fraTi the site.

Based on the offsite dose projections, protective actions
will be taken as outlined in the " State of Texas Peacetime
Radiological Incident".

b. Long Term Assessment

The long teria aspects involving offsite assessment of
contamination involving analysis of soil, vegetation, food,
milk and water will be to increase the sampling frequency
of the CPSES established environmental monitoring program.
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6.3 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Pre-planned corrective actions will quickly correct and mitigate the
consequences of some e::ergency conditions. At CPSES corrective actions

include fire control and repair and damage coatrol.

Section 9.5.1 in the FSAR describes in detail the Fire Protection
Systen that exists in the Comanche Peak Station. To coupliment the

fire detection and prevention systua, adoitional fire control effort is
pl anned. Appropriate personnel are trained in approved fire fighting
methods anJ techniques and provide fire control under the direction of
the Shif t Supervisor and/or Emergency Coordinator. Additional fire
control information is provided in the CPSES Fire Protection Program.

Repair and damage control is provided by station personnel and is
directed by the Emergency Coordinator or the Repair and Damage Control
Coordinator. When necessary, a Repair and Damage Control Teara can take

quick action to control and mitigate the situation causing the
emergency condition. Special training for this function is discussed
i n Section 8.1.1.

Emergency exposure criteria for entering a hazardous area for
corrective actions such as fire control or repair and damage control is
discussed in Section 6.5.

6.4 PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

Protective actions are ultimate measures teken after an uncontrolled
release of radioactive materials has occurred. All personnel on a

temporary basis (visitors) to the plant will be given appropriate
training to ensure that they will be aware of how to respond in the 4

event of an anergency. Upon request, occupants in the LPZ will be sent Q432.11

information concerning how they are to be notified and what they are
expected to do in the event of an emergency. The nature of protective
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actions to be implaaented, the criteria for application, and the area
involved or groups of persons for whoa the protective actions would be
taken are given below.

6.4.1 OfiSIIE PP,0TECTIVE ACTIONS

1. Evacuation

In the event of a pl ant energency, an area of the Turbine, Fuel,
Auxiliary or Reactor buildings may have to be evacuated.
Personnel would be notified via the public address systea to

evacuate the affected area.

Should a site or general emergency be declared, notification of
all persons onsite would be accomplished by sounding the

4 radiation caergency alanas and announcing the condition over the
Q432.12 plant public address systca.

Personnel onsite would report to their pre-assigned asseably
area (s) and prepare for evacuation of nonessential persons frorr
the protected area. f;onessential personnel include:

Employees not having emergency assignments.a.

b. Working and non-working visitors.
c. Contractor and Construction personnel.

Personnel working outside of the station protected area will
report to the site asseably area when the emergency condition is
announced over the plant paging system or the radiation emergency
al a na is sounded. When evacuation is necessary, meaber(s) of the

security force will survey the area inside the exclusion area for
persons. Also, when radiation monitoring teams are set out to do
surveys, they will De instructed to survey the area for
presonnel . In addition, meaber(s) of the security force and
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radiation monitoring teams will be instructed to view the
reservoir for the presence of recreational activity inside the
ex.lusion area.

2. Personnel Accountability

Each plant supervisor or the senior individual onsite from his
group is responsible for accounting for all persons working in or
visiting with his group. Accountability would be detenained by
each group and reported to the energency coordinator in the event
of an pl ant, site or general energency.

3. Personnel Monitoring

Personnel monitoring support will be provided by menbers of the
chemistry and health physics group.

4. Control of Public Access

Control of public access areas on or passing through the site or
within the exclusion area shall be provided by the plcnt security
or outside agencies.

5. Emergency Response Time

The time estimate for evacuating the e, Lotion is projected to be
58 minutes. Justification for this .ime estimate is provided by

the following discussion and formul a.
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T(ev) = Td + Tn + To + Tt

where

T(ev) = (58 minutes) Time for evacuation of 1,500 persons
frca the CPSES station

Td = (15 ninutes) Time required for detection of the
accident, data analysis, and decision to evacuate.

Tn = (2 minutes) Time required to notify personnel.

To = (10 minutes) Time required for personnel to
mobilize and get underway.

Tt = (31 minutes) Travel time to leave af fected area.
(Distance: S niles) In the Manual of Protective
Action Guides for Nuclear Incidents, page 1.34,
a traffic lane capacity at 35 uiles per hour and
fo persons per car is predicted to be 10,000
persons per hour. Using two traffic lanes and
adjustine the Ir.ne capacity stated above to a
nore conservative condition of 20 miles per
hour and two persons per car, it is projected
that travel time for 1,500 persons will be 31
minutes.

Time estimates for evacuating personnel from the Exclusion Area
and station property are projected for CPSES. These estimates

are made assuming that access to the Exclusion Area, Squaw Creek
Reservoir and station property at this time will be an infrequent
event involving individuals associated with station operations.
Access to these areas will be strictly controlled and regulated

with accountability of personnel maintained.
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If in the future it is decided that public recreational activity
will be allowed at CPSES, protective actions and time estimates
will be revised accordingly.

Time estimate for evacuating personnel from the Exclusion Area by
vehicle is projected to be 57 minutes. Justification of this
projection is provided by the following formul a and discussion.

T(ev) = Td + Tn + Tm + Tt

where

T(ev) = (57 minutes) Time required to evacuate persons
froit the Exclusion Area. A typical situation

coulo be notification and evacuation of
individuals working on pumps located below Squaw

Creek Reservoir Daa.

Td = (15 uinutes) Time required for the detection of the
accident, data analysis, and decision to evacuate.

In = (16 minutes) Time required to notify affected
individuals. Vehicle speed: 30 miles per hour.

Distance: 8 miles.

Tm = (10 minutes) Time required for individuals to
mobilize and get under way.

Tt = (lb minutes) Travel time required to leave affected
area.
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The time estimate for evacuating personnel from the Exclusion
Area by boat is projected to be 66 minutes. Justification of
this estimate is provided by the following formula and
discussion.

T(ev) = Td + Tn + To + Tt

where

T(ev) = (66 minutes) Time estimate to c- . ate individuals

fraa the Exclusion Area on SCR. .jpical.

situation could be individuals on SCR performing
environmental monitoring tasks.

Td = (15 minutes) Time required for the detection of the
accident, data analysis, and decision to evacuate.

Tn = (28 uinutes) Time to noti fy individuals to evacuate
affected area. 10 minutes estimated to have boat
lake-ready. 18 minutes for actual travel time.

Tm = (5 minutes) Time required for irntividuals to make
ready and get under way.

Tt = (18 minutes) Travel time required to leave affected
area.

6.4.2 0FFSITE AREAS

The Texas State Departnent of Health is the lead agency in Texas
responsible for offsite protective actions involving emergency
conditions at nuclear power facilities. Specific guidance for

noti fication , evacuation, access control, control of public water
supplies, control of distribution of affected agricultural products,
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and evacuation routes is available in the Annex L of the Texas Disaster
Plan. Evacuation Times developed by the Texas Health Department are

provided in Table 2 of Appendix P.

The Emergency Coordinator is responsible for rapid emergency condition
assessment and prompt notification to the TSDH official of the
projected dose to the popul ation-at-risk. The TSDH official receives
the reporting information, evaluates the report and decides what
protective action is required for the population-at-risk. The TSDH

then notifies the appropriate state and local agencies and coordinates
the impleaentation of the desired protective actions.

6.5 AID TO AFFECTED PERSONNEL

This section provides information about measures to be used to provide
assistance to persons injured or radiologically exposed.

6.5.1 EMERGEhCY PERSONNEL EXPOSURE CRITERIA

The energency exposure criteria to be used at CPSES are recommended by
the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurenents and are

published in the NCRP Report No. 39. The provisions of this guidance
will be followed and the dose limits held to the lowest practicable
l evel .

For life-saving actions such as searching for and removing injured
persons, or entering conteminated areas to prevent conditions that
would probably injure numbers of people:

1. Rescue personnel should be volunteers or professional rescue
personnel .

2. Rescue personnel should be broadly familiar with the consequences
of exposure.
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Women capable of reproduction should not take part in these3.
aClions.

Other things being equal, volunteers above the age of 45 should4.

be selected.

5. Pl anned dose to the whole body shall not exceed 100 rens.

6. Internal exposure should be minimized by the use of the best
available respiratory protection and contamination should be
controlled by the use of available protective clothing.

7. Norr.ially, exposure under these conditions shall be limited to

once in a lifetime.

8. Persons receiving exposures as indicated above should avoid

procreation for a period up to a few months.

For actions in less urgent emergencies where :t is desirable to enter a
hazardous area to protect facilities, eliminate further escape of
effluents, or to control fires:

1. Persons perfonaing the planned actions should be vo'anteers
broadly f amilar with exposure consequences.

2. Women capable of reproduction shall not take part.

3. Planned whole body dose shall not exceed 25 rems.

4. Pl anned dose of hands and foreanas shall not exceed 100 rems.

5. Internal exposure shall be minimized by respiratory protection,
and contamination controlled by the use of protective clothing.

6. Nonnally the action shall be limited to once in a lifetin.e.
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6.5.2 DFCONTAMINATION AND FIRST AID

Decontaiination of contaminated ersonnel will be under the direction ,

of the Chemistry and Health Physics Section and will be perfonned
through the guidance of a health physics procedure. The
decontcaination cethods will follow acceptable guidance such as in NCRP

Report ilo. 8 and in techniques enployed by other utilities. The
decontamination f acility is located at elevation 810' in the
Turbine / Building, adjacent to the Health Physics Office and is

described in detail in Section 12.5 of the FSAR.

The first aid facilities at CPSES are described in Section 6.5 and the
first aid training and capability of station personnel is described in
Section 8.1.1.

6.5.3 NEDICAL TRANS?0RTAION

A company ambulance is available at CPSES to transport injur ed

personnel who nay also be radiologically contaminated to the
appropriate medical facility. As discussed in Section 5.4, agreements
with local ambulance services supply back-up assistance as needed.
Protective clothing, shielding, and dosimetry requirements for
transporting injured and contaminatect victime are described in an
Emergency Plan Procedure listed in the Section 10.0.

S.5.4 MEDICAL TREATMENT

As discussed in Section 5.4 arrangements have been made with two

hospitals for accepting accident victims from CPSES. In conjunction

with the hospital arrangements, Texas Utilities Generating Corapany has
contracted with Radiation Management Corpo"ation (RMC) to provide

expertise, facilities, and equipment to ar sure a comprehensive
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emergency medical assistance program. RMC will assist in the
specification of facilities at the local hospital, training of
personnel, and conduct of drills.

Hood General Hospital grill serve as the local support hospital,
providing gross deEon anination, life saving activities, and patient
stabilization. in the event the victim requires a more definitive
evaluation and treatment, arrangements are made to send the individual
to a radiation medical center such as the nospital of the University of
Pennsylvania.

Letter-of-agresaent with Hood General Hospital and the Radiation
Management Corporation are included in Section 10.0.

7.0 EMERGENCY FACILITIES AT CPSES

This section identifies, locates, and describes briefly the facilities
available at CPSES that may be used in the event of. an caergency

condition.

7.1 EMERGENCY CONTROL CENTERS

The Emergency Control Center is located in the basement level of the
Administration Building, which is approximately fifty yards
south-southwest from the Containnent number one. The prevailing winds

blow predaninately toward a northwest direction. Located in ti.e

Emergency Control Center are telephones, two-way radios, maps

isopleths, call lists, energency kits and other sups!ies and equipment
neede by the Emergency Organization. The Alternate Emergency Control
Center with similar equipment is located near the intersection of
Faru-to-Market 201 and the station access road.
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7.2 C0to.tJNICATION SYSTEMS

The CPSES is served by the local commercial telephone systcm, with

phone units in the Control Room, Emergency Control Center, Alternate
Emergency Control Center, and at other appropriate locations. A
control grade lease line connected directly from the Control Roca to
the Company Dispatcher provides additional means for offsite

c ommunication.

An intraplant communications system is also installed at the station
with speakers and phone-sets located throughout the station at
convenient locations. .

needed, portable two-way radios are available
for use with fixed stations located at the Control Roca, Emergency

Control Center and the Alternate Control Center.

7.3 ASSESSfENT FACILITIES

Specific equipment and systems are available at CPSES to assist in the
evaluation or assesment of an emergency condition. This section

provides a brief summary or reference to such equipment as natural
phenomena monitors, radiological and nonradiological monitors, fire
detection monitors and other equipment.

7.3.1 ONSITE SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

Metetological Station - The CPSES meteorological station provides

atmospheric. condition information that is used in calculating projected
of fsite doses in an emergency condition. Hourly a'erages of certain
meteorological parameters are available in the Control Room with
redundant recorder and tape print-out available at the meterological

station. In addition, certain meteorological parameters are
transmitted for use in the computerized offsite dose calculations.

Specific infonaation on the rite meteorological program is discussed

in Section 2.3 of the FSAR.
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Emergency Assessment Kits - Emergency Assessment Kits have been

developed that are site specific for CPSES. The kits contain an area
map, diffusion overlays, formulas, dose-conversion f actors, and
instructions. Combined with release and meteorological information the
assessment kits enable the projection of offsite dose commitments for
applicable emergency conditions. These kits are located in the
Emergency Control Center, Alternate Emergency Control Center, and the
Control Room.

Radiological Monitors - The CPSES Radiation Monitoring System provides

continuous indications and records of the radiation levels in selected
station areas and in process and effluent strecas. Mul tiple monitors
are located in potential ef fluent release pathways. The Radiation

Monitoring Systen at CPSES provides to the operator prompt indication

of anomalous radiation conditions that could be indicative of an
emergency condition. The Process and Effluent Radiation Monitoring

Systen is discussed in Section 11.5 and the Area Radiation Monitoring
Systea is dicussed in Section 12.3 of the FSAR. If needed, portable
radiation monitoring and sampling equipment such as area monitors,
gaseous and particulate monitors will be available for use during
emergency conditions.

Special Emergency Kits are prepared and placed in such areas as the
Control Room, Emergency Center, and Alternate Emergency Center. In

addition to radiation monitoring and sampling equipaent, the Emergency
Kits will contain such items as anti-contamination clothing,

respiratory protection devices, maps, color-coded rope, personnel
dosimeters and other supplies. An Emergnecy Plan Procedure listed in

Section 10.0 will provide for proper surveillance and maintenance of
all content and calibration of applicable equipment in the Emergency
Kits. A detailed list of Emergency Kit equipment and supplies is
listed in Section 10.0.
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Non-Radiological Monitors - !?on-radiological monitors such as pressure,
temperature, liquid level, flow rate, status lights, and others provide
the CPSES Control Rocm with status information of station systems and

equipment. Detailed description of these types of monitors can be
found in the section of the FSAR under the headings of the systua or
equiplent of interest. Additional information on instrumentation and
controls is described in Section 7.0 of the FSAR.

7.3.2 EINIRONS MONITORING FACILITIES AND EQUIPMEtiT

At CPSES a preoperational and operation envirornental monitoring
program will be established. Air, water, food, sediment, and biota
along critical pC hways will be sampled at selected locations.
Environmental radiological monitoring parameters such as pathways'

so gles, location, ntnber of scaples co'lected, frequency of
collectior., and radiochemical analyses performed follow the guidance
issued in regulatory uuldes 4.8 and 4.1, Revision 1. The environmental

monitoring programs for CPSES are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.0 of
the Environmental Report, Operating License Stage.

As discussed previously n Section 6.2, environmental radiologicali

nonitoring is one of the responsibilities of the TSDH due to
radiological emergencies in the state of Texas. The Annex L of the

State Disaster Plan is referenced for deteiled infonaation on TSDH's
environmental monitoring plans, facilities, and equipaent.

7.4 PROTECTIVE FACILITIES

The Control Room at CPSES is designed to provide the habitability

requirements of the operating crew, such as shielding, ventilation,
fire protection, and health physics equipaent, for thirty days of an
emergency condition. The Emergency Control Center and Alternate

Emergency Control Center provide a reasonable choice for an unaffected
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emergency center in the event of an energency condition. Each

emergency center contains the necessary assessment, communication, and

protect ive equipment.

Protective f acilities for of fsite evacuees are discussed in the Annex L
of the State Disaster Plan and in the Local Disaster Plan for Hood and
Sooervell counties.

7.5 FIRST AID A!;D f4EDICAL FACILITIES

The First Aid Station for CPSES is located on elevation 810' of the
Turbine / Building across the hall from the Health Physics Of fice. This

roaa is equipped with standard first aid supplies such as bandages,
splints, non-prescription nedicaitons, gauze, tape, first aid manual,
and a stretcher. First aid kits, stretchers, and eye-wash stations are
also located throughout the station at appropriate locations.

7.6 DAMAGE CDf4TRDL EQUIPl<,ENT Af4D SUPPLIES

4 Damage Control Equipaent and Supplies are listed in Appendix 1, Itua 6.
Q432.16

8.0 MAINTAlultiG EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

8.1 ORGANIZATION PREPAREDNESS

1. Training

All CPSES personnel, including those on a temporary basis, or in
4 a training status will receive a thorough orientation on all

Q432.17 energency plans and procedures required to ensure their safety.
Plant personnel will be informed of changes in cmergency plans
and emergency pl an proceedings at schedul ed safety Meetings.
Persons with specific duties during an emergency will receive
additional training appropriate to their respective assignaents.
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The responsibility for coordinating their training is that of the
training supervisor. Retraining will be conducted at least
annually.

a. Emergency Coordinator Training

Shif t supervisors along with members of the plant
management staff who may serve as mergency coordinators
will receive training in:

(1) Supervision of emergency teams.

(2) Interpretation of data cnd estimation of radiation
exposure.

Coordi ation and communication with offsite groups,(3) i

4
b. Emergency Monitoring Training

Q432.17

This training will be given to plant personnel that may be
required to perfom surveys during re-entry. It will

include instruction in the selection and use of survey

instruments and air sampling equipment and in re-entry
c ri teri a .

c. First Aid Training

An appropriate number of shif t supervisors, operators and
health physics technicians will attend a First Aid Course
to ensure that a first aid qualified person will always be
available at the plant.
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d. Fire Control

A training program for the plant eaployees that serve on
the fire fighting teams will be conducted under the
direction of the training supervisor. This course will

cover methods and equipment for fighting all types of fires
that could occur on the site. Appropriate caphasis will be
placed on the radiological aspects of fire fighting.

4

Q432.17 e. Repair and Damage Control

A training progran for plant eaployees that serve on Repair
and Damage Control Teams will be conducted under the
direction of the training coordinator. This training will

cover damage control equipnent, procedures, and plant
equipment layout. Employees will be trained on
radiological protection and plant safety.

f. Offsite Groups

Offsite groups such as fire deparbnents and rescue and
cabulance services that may participate in caer3ency
activity will be given instructions as appropriate to

ensure that they are f amiliar with er.tergency plans, general
4 plant layout and their expected response actions in the

Q432.18 event of an accident. Retraining to ensure caergency

preparedness will be conducted on an annual basis.

g. Of fsite Medical Personnel

Selected staff members from the offsite medical facilities
will be given training concerning medical aspects of
radiological injuries prior to fuel loading.
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8.2 DRILLS

To adequately test the Emergency Plan and to familiarize personnel with
their duties and responsibilities, an annual radiological emergency
drill will be performed at CPSES. The drill will involve energency

situ]tions based upon preplanned scenarios. During the annual drill
communication contacts will be made with local and state support

agencies to verify coordination ef forts. The appropriate state and
4

local agencies will participate in each annual drill. Q432.20

Selected individuals will be chosen as observation team members. The

observation team menbers will be stationed at selected areas to observe
and record the actions of the Emergency Organization and the duties of
the individual menbers. At the conclusion of the drill, a critique

will be held, where the reports from the observers will be discussed
and reviewed.

8.3 REVIEW AND UPDATING OF THE PLAN AND PROCEDURES

The Station Operations Review Committee is responsible for the annual
rev;;w of the Emergency Plan and the Emergency Plan Procedures. The

ninutes of the critique session of the annual drill will be presented
to the Station Operations Review Committee. Based upon possible onsite
or offsite changes, the performance of the Emergency Organization in
the annual drill and the review of the Emergency Plan and Emergency
Plan Procedures, the Station Operations Review Committee may update and

1 prove the Emergency Pi an and Emergency Pl an Procedures.

Copies of the CPSES Emergency Plan are assigned a control number. Any
4

revision or update to the plan is issued in accordance to procedural Q432.22
requirements. This control method provides assurance that each copy of
the Emergency Plan contains the current material.
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8.4 EfERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

To assure the readiness of the emergency equipaent and supplies, all

appropriate equipment in the Emergency Kits will be tested
periodically, batteries replaced, and an inventory performed on the
contents of the kits. The Control Room, Emergency Control Center, and

Alternate Emergency Control Center will also be checked periodically to
determine if supplies such as over-lay systcas are available.

9.0 RECOVERY

Af ter the energency conditicn is under control the Emergency
Organization prepares for the re-antry and recovery of the af fected
area. The emergency condition is detennined to be under control when
the radiation levels and radiation releases are stabilized, the fire is

extinguished and other conditions controled. Re-entry is required to
determine station conditions and to detennine repair and damage control
needs. Re-entry teams established by the Emergency Organization and

supplied with appropriate protective. monitoring, and conalunication
equipment, employing a predetenained plan, inspect the affected area
and report to tt.e Diergency Coordinator.

With the infonaation obtained frua these reports and from the Control
Roca, the Emergency Organization develops a plan for recovery which
includes decontamination and shielding requirements, man-power and

equipment needs and means to limit personnel exposures.

10.0 APPENDIX

A. Day and Night Shif t Crew Chart (Figure 1)

8. Time / Distance / Dose (Thyroid) Curve for the LOCA condition at

CPSES (Figure 2)
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C. Time /Distence/ Dose (Whole body, Gcmaa) Curve for the LOCA

condition at CPSES (Figure 3)

D. Time / Distance / Dose (Whole body, Total) Curve for the LOCA
condition at CPSES (Figure 4)

E. Map of CPSES Site Area (Figure 5)

F. Map of CPSES Area (Demographic Infonnation) (Figure 6)

G. Map of CPSES Area (Road Map) (Figure 7)

H. Written Letters of Agreement

1. Scr.ervell County's Sheriff Department

2. Hood County's Sheriff Departuent

3. Somervell County's Fire Department and f:escue - Ambulas.;e

Service

4. Granbury Fire Department

5. Hood General hospital Ambulance Service

6. Hood General hv 'pital - Medical Service

7. Radiatior. Manageraont Corporation - Medical Service

8. Texas Department of ,iealth

AMENDMENT 4
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CPSES/FSAR

9. Texas Department of Public Safety

10. ERDA - Regional Coordinating Office for Radiological
Assistance

1. CPSES Radiological Eneroency Reporting Fora

J. Emergency Kit Equipaent and Supply List

1. Emergency Control Center (Figure 8)

K. Emergency Plan Procedures

1. Emergency Cornunication and Notification

2. Assessment of a Persorinel Emergency Condition

3. Assessment of an Emergency Alert Condition

4. Assess:nent of a Plant Emergency Condition

5. Assessment of a Site Energency Condition

6. Assessment of a General Emergency Condition

7. Use of the Emergency Assessment Kit

8. Station Evacuation

9. Site Evacuation

10. Radiological Monitoring of Evacuees

11. Personnel Decontanination

AMENDi1ENT 4
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CPSES/FSAR

12. Personnel Accountability

13. Surveillance of Emergency Kits

14. Transporting of Contaminated Victims

15. First Aid

16. Control of Site Access

17. Personnel Dosimetry for Emergency Conditions

18. Emergency Radiological Survey

19. Re-entry and Recovery

20. Review, Updcte and Control of the Emergency Plan

L. State of Texas Disaster Plan

M. Annex L - State Radiological Emergency Plan

N. Somervell/ Hood County Disaster Plan

0. Distance / Time / Atmospheric Factor Table (Table 1)

P. CPSES Evacuation Time Esticates (Table 2)

AMENDMENT 4
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SHIFT
SUPEPNISOR

* ASSISTANT
SHIFT

SUPERVISOR

REACTOR

OPERATOR

AUXILIARY
OPEPsATCR

*
This position will be
added for two unit
operation

*
FIGURE 1, DAY AND NIGHT SHIFT CREW CHART
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APPENDIX G

4Map of CPSES Area (Road Map)

(Figure 7)
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APPEllDIX H

Written Letters of Agree 7ent 4
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APPENDIX I

4

CPSE5 Radiological Emergency Reporting Form
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APPENDIX J

Emergency Kit Equipment and Supply List- 4
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4. Sampling Equipment

A. Sample bags and bottles

B. Smear and swi pe paper

C. Nasal swabs

S. Miscellaneous Supplies

A. Tape, masking and radiation warning synbol
B. Barricade ribbon or rope

C. Warning placards

D. Marking pencils
E. Site map and area maps

F. Log book with pencil / pen

G. Spare equipment batteries
H. Health Physics Handbook

I. Copy of applicable Emergency Plan Procedures
J. Fl ashl ights

6. Damage Controi Equipment

'
A. Tool Kit Containing

Pliers
Adjustable urenches

4Pipe wrenches

Hamoe r

Wire cutters
Sc rewdrive r

B. Rope - 100 '

AMENDMENT 4
JANUARY 31, 1979
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.

C. Canvas gloves

D. Hard hat

E. Flashlight with spare bulb and batteries

F. Electrical tape

G. iiail assortment

H. Hacksaw

I. Set equiprent layout drawing

J. Set electrical erawing

K. Shovel

L. 8# sledge

M. Valve Wrenches, large and small

AMEllDMErlT 4
JANUARY 31, 1979
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APPEi1 DIX K

E:aergerncy Plan Procedures 4
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APPENDIX L

State af Texas Disaster Plan
4
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APPEf; DIX M

Annex L - State Radiological Energency Plan 4
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APPEt; DIX Il

Somervel/iloed County Disaster Plan
4
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APPENDIX 0

Distance /Tir.e/ Atmospheric Dispersion Factors Table 4
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TABLE _1

STMOSPHERIC DISP _FPgTON FACTORS (X/QL AS
_

A_ FUNCTION OF_ DISTANGE_{ SECONDS / METE _R31

Distance Time Period and Probability

(Miles) 0-2 Hours 2-8 Hours 8-24 Hours
5% 5% 5%

0.06 1.56E-2 3.28E-3 1.90E-3
0.07 1.16E-2 2.45E-3 1.42E-3
0.08 9.06E-3 1.91E-3 1.10E-3
0.09 7.2SE-3 1.53E-3 8.82E-4
0.10 5.98E-3 1.26E-3 7.26E-4
0.12 4.2oE-3 9.03E-4 5.19E-4
0.15 2.86E-3 6.03E-4 3.45E-4
0.18 2.07E-3 4.35E-4 2.48E-4
0.21 1.58E-3 3.33E-4 1.88E-4
0.25 1.17E-3 2.46E-4 1.38E-4
0.30 8. 5 7 E- 4 1.81E-4 1.01E-4 !

0.35 6.62E-4 1.39E-4 7.71E-5
0.40 5.29E-4 1 ^.12 E- 4 6'.13E-5
0.50 4.51E-4 9.71E-5 4. 20 E-5
0.60 4.03E-4 - 8.50E-5 3.10E-5
0.70 3.55E-4 7.48E-5 2.40E-5
0.80 3.15E-4 6.63E-5 1.93E-5
0.90 2.81E-4 5.91E-5 1.59E-5
1.00 2.52E-4 5.31E-5 1.34E-5
1.20 2.07E-4 4.36E-5 1.00E-5
1.50 1.59E-4 3.35E-5 7.02E-6
1.80 1.29E-4 2.72E-5 5.31E-6
2.10 1. 0 7 E- 4 2.25E-5 4.19E-6
2.50 8.61E-5 1.81E-5 3.21E-6
3.00 6.84E-5 1.44E-5 2.44E-6
3.50 5.64E-5 1.19E-5 1.92E-6
4.00 4.76E-5 1.00E-5 1.60E-6
5.00 3.60E-5 7.58E-6 1.16E-6
6.00 2.87E-5 6.05E-6 8.91E-7
7.00 2.37E-5 5.00E-6 7.17E-7
8.00 2.02E-5 4.25E-6 5.95E-7
9.00 1.75E-5 3.68E-6 5.06E-7
10.00 1.54E-5 3.25E-6 4.38E-7
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APPEi! DIX P

EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATES

4
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TABLE 2 8

EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATES

'CO'%NCHE PEAK ST_EAM ELECTRIC STATION 9

.

Year 2000 Time Required To Evacuate
Population Time Required To After Indivicual Receivesy

Sector Direction (Est.)4 Notify Population 3 Notification

.

A N 63 1 to 2 hours i hour

B NNE 107 1 to 2 hours 1 hour

C NE 135 1 to 2 hours 1 hour
D ENE G1 1 to 2 hours I hour
E E 31 within 1 hour 1 hour

F ESE EC 1 to 2 hours I hour

G SE sS within I hour 1 hour

H SSE 18 within 1 hour 1 hour

J S 20 within 1 hour 1 hour.
K SSW 15 within 1 hour 1 hour

L SW 73 1 to 2 hours 1 hour
M 'jSW 2S within 1 hour 1 hour.

.

N W 86 1 to 2 hours 1 hour

P WNW 63 1 to 2 hours 1 hour

Q N'.! -0- -0- I hour

R NNW 10 within 1 hour 1 hour

Notes:
1

'For evacuation of up to 3 adjacent sectors, the time required to notify the population would be equal to the
1.5 times the maximum time required to the sector with the longest notification time.

2' ithin LPZ of 4 mile radius..

3Time after State of Texas receives notification of accident.
. .
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